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Abstract: Erffrenzhuan is a kind of local folk dance and song genre from Northeast 

China.  Errenzhuan is usually composed of a boy and a girl. They sing as well as dance, 

they use red square handkerchiefs or folded fans or (which are twirled along as a song 

is performed) during the dancing portion. It is very popular because of its humorous 

dialogue and sketches, and they have eclipsed the old dances and songs. Errenzhuan 

is now becoming better known in the rest of China, because many Errenzhuan 

performers have performed on television, as well as acted in TV serials. After the 

foundation of the People's Republic of China, the government cared for and supported 

the prosperous development of Errenzhuan, organize training courses for both old 

artists and new learners. It invites old artists to pass on their art to the new learners, 

and organizes performers of Errenzhuan to watch each other perform and learn from 

one another, which leads to more improvements of the art form. From the standpoint 

of folk culture, people can see the drama form and cultural interest of Errenzhuan, it is 

not only a unique drama in Chinese dramatic history, and is also a unique art in the 

world drama.  
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1. Introduction 

The value of the Errenzhuan art is its folk character. In traditional culture, Errenzhuan 

is vulgar, but it is this kind of "vulgar" shows the great charm of the northeast folk 

culture. Throughout drama in China and the whole world, and there is no drama art like 

Errenzhuan this artistic form with strong and even originally ecological art form and 

spirit of folk culture. Errenzhuan does not go through too much process and distortion 

by intellectuals, therefore it is not accurate, exquisite, classic (such as the quintessence 

of Anhui Opera), and it is not elite, elegant. If has process, Errenzhuan is processed on 

the basis of folk songs and folk tales, its basic form still maintains a grassroots' 
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roughness, forthright and sincere, simple and original nature, maintain the drama form 

of grassroots, maintain grassroots' emotional content and the spiritual fun, or it can be 

said that maintain grassroots' cultural forms and significance. Because of this, 

Errenzhuan have been extremely warmly welcomed by thousands of people. There are 

not many actors in Errenzhuan, only one clown role and one dan role two actors "twirl" 

on the stage; there is no more complicated drama form, only one clown role and one 

dan role simulate all kinds of characters with jumping; there are no novel stories about 

the Errenzhuan, the actors only act the stories that are familiar to the audience 

repeatedly, such as "The Romance of West Chamber" and "Blue Bridge", Errenzhuan 

does not have too much melody. So, How to Errenzhuan attract so many viewers? No 

matter what kind of character Errenzhuan perform, they will be distorted and 

assimilated by clown role and dan role, and become a symbol of clown role and dan role. 

No matter what kind of content Errenzhuan perform, it will dramatize by clown role and 

dan role. In this way, the male and female sexual intercourse will become the most 

basic form of the Errenzhuan. This is the theme of the Errenzhuan. This theme is 

different from any dramas; what it shows is not the social content but the human's 

original life desire and emotion. The form meaning of the Errenzhuan is the "relic" of 

the ancient culture in northeast China, or the modern distortion of the original cultural 

form in northeast China. Because the cultural roots of the Errenzhuan are deeply 

rooted in the ancient culture, it is deeply embedded in the modern people's mind. 

Because the prototype of the ancient culture dose not disappeared, but remained in the 

people's racial memory, modern art forms only touch the collective unconscious 

heartstrings of racial memory, makes a strong sense of resonance. 

 

2. The Origin of Errenzhuan 

Famous cultural anthropologist Taylor said: fair research can prove to us that: many 

existences in our ideas and customs, they are not so much good as old, it expresses the 

basic human desire and emotion in the old form. How old is Errenzhuan this drama art? 

The Errenzhuan drama form can be traced back to the northeast Red Mountain culture 

more than 6,000 years ago. Any kind of drama in China can be like the Errenzhuan kept 

the prototype of the ancient culture, no one art can like the Errenzhuan had a very long 

history and cultural tradition. When we trace the source and prototype of Errenzhuan 

form, we not only find that a long-standing culture river in northeast China, but also 

find the original goddess culture patterns and integral symbol system in northeast 

China, the clown role and Dan role in Errenzhuan come from the northeast yank dance, 

the yank dance comes from the folk dance and the shaman, this is the origin of the 

ancient Red Mountain culture.  

According to the archaeologists, the goddess temple, the goddess statue and the stone 
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tomb of the Red Mountain culture are found in the northeast of Niuheliang more than 

5,500 years ago. It is the oldest and largest goddess sacrifice ruins. Archaeologists 

think that layout and the properties of from large altar, goddess temple and rubble 

mound site, the scale of the sacrificial rites of the northeast ancestor goddess was quite 

large, grand and enthusiastic, it is likely to be beyond the object and place of common 

sacrifice by primitive ancestors. According to the analysis of cross-cultural comparison, 

the Niuheliang goddess temple and the surrounding square are the sacred spaces of 

the holy ceremony.  

The main way to sacrifice goddess is to imitate the marriage and copulation of the 

goddess, its basic form of the goddess is "two gods turn", and the two priests imitate 

two gods' copulation. The goddess' marriage and copulation "two gods turn" is a 

sacred goddess civilization. The sacred paradigm is a prototype. The ancestors 

believed devoutly that as long as imitate divine marriage ceremony, the form of God's 

paradigm, and repeat God's "two gods turn", and they would gain the enormous 

reproductive capacity and effect of the divine combination of God. It will make more 

people and more children, and more fruits, continuous reproduction breed in an 

endless succession 

For that reason, the grand wedding ceremony is a solemn and sacred mission of the 

people in northeast China. On a particular day, northeast ancestors gathered from all 

directions to the in Niuheliang goddess temple, the participants imitate the goddess's 

marriage with two priests, they imitate the goddess' marriage, marriage is copulation 

dance, and the basic form of copulation dance is "Errenzhuan ". It's just the crowd 

around the two people. The "Errenzhuan" is both the original ancestor worship in the 

northeast and the worship of the great mother god. The cultural pattern of goddess 

worship also made the northeast ancestors shaped the symbol such as the pottery pot 

and the dragon with pig head. 

The C-type dragon with pig head is the distortion symbol the great mother God; it is the 

abstract form of the reproductive worship of the northeastern ancestors, the pig's head 

is symbol of the strong fertility of the pig; and the circle of the C represents life and 

growth in nature. Many human's head with snake body portray have been found in 

Sichuan, Henan and other places, the dragon with man head is the replacement of the 

dragon with pig head. This enables us to see the great influence of the primitive culture 

of the northeast on the whole Chinese culture from the evolution of the symbol of 

dragon. 

No matter what kind of content the Errenzhuan represent, no matter what kind of 

characters they represent, but there is a most basic unified original structure model, 

namely, "women love men": a, disadvantaged man has won the fervent love of 

beautiful and rich women. The “women love men” prototype, we can first see its 
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structural pattern in the northeastern folk songs. The northeastern folk songs "women 

loves men" prototype structure model is also derived from the northeast folk story. 

 

3. The Cultural Interpretation of Errenzhuan 

The folk tale in Northeast China, especially Manchu folk tale is different from all folk tale 

because of the structural mode of "women love men". Any type tells a story over and 

over again- the poor man gets the love of a beautiful woman. There is countless 

ginseng stories, which are always repeating a beautiful girl who has been transformed 

by ginseng go for a poor man. And this structural mode comes from the Northeast myth. 

The myths of the northeast can be divided into nature goddess myth, birth goddess 

myth, and creation goddess myth and so on. The story which willow creates human 

beings in the Manchu myth is the most typical representative. 

Northeast folk tale "women love men" prototypes is the same as the northeast drama 

" Errenzhuan" prototype, it is a symbol system derived from the goddess culture mode 

in the northeast Red mountain culture period, and the Errenzhuan becomes the most 

typical the most symbolic art symbol. According to the cultural anthropologists' 

research, prehistoric humans ever in a goddess civilization era, but after men become 

the rulers, symbol of female cultural patterns including symbol mark disappear. A few 

years ago, "The Da Vinci Code "was a sensation in the world, it describes how a secret 

group keep the goddess culture pattern symbols, goddess and the symbol of goddess 

culture pattern is copulation dance of holy marriage ceremony! 

What is amazing is that the symbol of the cultural pattern of the goddess has almost 

disappeared throughout the world, but Errenzhuan continued in the northeast. 

Errenzhuan is the contemporary performance of the holy wedding ceremony; the 

shape of the short man and tall woman, the dancing posture of the man around the 

woman are the form of goddess worship; the archetypal structure of the "women love 

men" is the distortion of the great mother god worship. Errenzhuan inherits the 

symbolic form of the goddess culture mode of the Red Mountain culture, and the 

archetypal structure of the goddess culture mode of the Red Mountain culture from the 

content aspect. Errenzhuan deeply retains the connotation of the female culture mode 

of the Red Mountain culture era; the Errenzhuan can be regarded as the symbol of the 

female cultural pattern of Red Mountain. 

When we understand the ancient Red Mountain culture source of Errenzhuan, 

understand the Errenzhuan goddess symbol culture pattern as a whole system is the 

most typical symbol, we can clearly know that very simple, humble and vulgar, coarse, 

rough Errenzhuan form contain how deep of the original culture content. Errenzhuan is 

not a general drama form, is not a vulgar improvisational farce, and not the ordinary 

entertainment. 
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Errenzhuan is not delicate, fine, and classic, does show the ultimate concern to the 

person, also does not show the material theme, and these are its characteristics. 

Errenzhuan represent the prototype of the holy wedding ceremony. This prototype is 

deeply embedded in our modern mind through racial memory. Whenever Errenzhuan 

this art form appears, the archetypal image in our hearts will be activated, and the 

primitive life feelings we left in heart will be aroused. It is not difficult to understand 

why Errenzhuan is warmly welcomed by people in our northeast region, the cultural 

riddle is not difficult to decode. 

For many years, we are often treat Errenzhuan from form and content, regard 

Errenzhuan as art form bear any content, but do not see the uniqueness and 

connotation of Errenzhuan; we also often regard the Errenzhuan by the standards of 

high art, which remove the special cultural significance from folk and even folk 

performances. 

Compared with other drama forms, the Errenzhuan in northeast China have distinctive 

artistic charm and value. This coarse and simple form show the Errenzhuan absolutely 

different from other dramas: first, the Errenzhuan drama with many sexual content, 

and the other drama can show any topics and themes; second, the sexual content of 

the Errenzhuan has become a unique overall drama form, while other dramas more 

show the various dramatic features and lack the abstract of the integrated drama form; 

third, because Errenzhuan is two roles and the simulation of the other characters, this 

constitutes the men with other drama absolute Moynihan theater in different ways, this 

constitutes a totally different form among simulated drama and other dramas. 

The coarse theme and content mainly show the art form of Errenzhuan. The 

Errenzhuan have clown role and Dan role, and clown role and Dan role are a man and 

a woman, the man is short, the woman is tall, the man circles, and the woman keeps 

the center position in the structure. The role form is full of the meaning of sex. 

Generally speaking, boast is not the organic part of the whole form of Errenzhuan, and 

should be deleted. This opinion has a reasonable composition. But this understanding 

both lack cultural awareness and need to understand the cultural significance of vulgar 

culture. From this perspective, the Errenzhuan is a kind of folk vulgar drama form, it is 

the folk entertainment way to use sex as the performance content. The sexual 

performance of the Errenzhuan has formed the vulgar expression and cultural character. 

The cultural characteristics of the Errenzhuan show uniqueness in the field of drama. 

The Errenzhuan is a very pure folk art, it is generated automatically from the folk, and 

not the creation of the artist, does not go through the influence of other arts, it does 

not like the literary creation, or for some kind of utilitarian service, but it is completely 

the northeast farmer from its own heart and desire, create for entertainment, create for 

feeling. This kind of entertainment and catharsis thoroughly expresses the essence of 
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the folk art is completely different from, which is different from the intellectuals and the 

political utilitarianism. The original Errenzhuan performers are ignorant of the art 

theory and art performance knowledge, but guarantee the purity of this art form. 

Because they can be free from pollution and domination of other things. In this way, it 

is guaranteed that they can start from their own heart and their own desires, and this 

is precisely the most fundamental and most important law of art creation. This kind of 

original "Errenzhuan" can be called the "rural drama" created by the northeast China. 

Errenzhuan has been extremely popular in the northeast for about 200 years, partly 

because it needs only two performers, few props and little space. This means it can be 

staged just about anywhere, such as the edge of a field, a threshing ground, small 

meeting room or even a living room. Another reason is that entertainment was scarce, 

especially during the region’s long and bitter winters. 

 

4. Conclusion 

In recent years, the new media and cultural industries have changed Errenzhuan, this 

folk art form is faced with new opportunities and new challenges. Artists and 

Errenzhuan will continue to develop. This paper provides a perspective for observing 

Chinese cultural market, and Errenzhuan is developed under economic pressure and 

people' taste, but with the development of new technology and the change of people', 

Errenzhuan will become better with each passing day. 
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